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Minutes of a meeting of the Briantspuddle Village Hall Committee held on                     

  3 August 2022 in Briantspuddle Jubilee Room 

Present: Members of the Committee: Stuart Chorley (Chairman), Anne Colquhoun (Secretary),   

Allan Smith (Treasurer), Fiona Hogger, Sally King, David Neudegg, Cindy Read and                 

Tamsyn Tankard-Evans. Also present Lesley Wilcox (Minutes Secretary). 

1. Apologies for absence – Angela Tozer. 

2.  Notice of conflicts of interest – none reported. 

3.  GDPR – all present were happy for their names to be published on the Community website. It 

was agreed that confirmation regarding publication of their name would be added to the statement 

that all Trustees were required to sign when taking up office. 

4.  Approval of the minutes of the meeting of 29 June 2022 

The minutes were agreed and signed. A Vice Chairman was still required and this would be 

considered at the next meeting. 

5. Treasurer’s Report 

Allan had already circulated the accounts summary for end July 2022.  

The pressure on expenses continued. The price of oil was volatile and had almost doubled; the cost 

of re-filling the tank had risen from an average of £800 to £1400. The hall used about 2/3rds of a tank 

each year. The impact of the severe rise in the price of electricity would not be felt for a few months 

as the hall was still on a fixed contract; Allan would check when the contract expired. (Post meeting 

note: the current contract is fixed to 31.3.23 with a projected charge of £1,000). 

The forecast margin of £1,000 assumed that fundraising events would be run as in previous years. 

David suggested that the accounts showed income and expenditure split between regular and 

variable events which might take the targets clearer. 

The aim was that income from regular hirings should cover all routine running costs. Most regular 

hirers had returned but there was capacity for more regular bookings and there was discussion as to 

how that might be achieved and whether hire costs should be increased. The current rate (£12 ph for 

the hall) was higher than other halls locally but reflected the facilities available. Any increase would 

have to be quite large in percentage terms to offset increased energy costs with the risk of deterring 

hirers and if any regular hirers did cancel this would have a significant effect on income. A surcharge 

for winter months, or charging different rates for hirers outside the parish, was considered too difficult 

to administer. The eventual decision was that the current rates should remain and that this should be 

used as part of the publicity to attract new business. However, there was a significant risk from the 

unknown, but likely severe, rise in energy costs  

There were few ad-hoc bookings but these usually involved local people. Weddings provided a good 

income (current charge was £600 for a weekend) but there was movement towards ‘one venue’ 

events.  

David, Sally, Stuart and Tamsyn will consider ways of improving marketing and attracting new 

business.  
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6. Booking Secretary’s Report 

Allan distributed the booking schedule to the end of the year. There were a few special events eg 

Artsreach, Purbeck Film Festival. It was intended to run the evening talks again but these had not 

been booked in yet.  

Allan advised that he would step down from organising the Burns’ Night evening next year. This was 

generally a good fund-raiser (£700 - £800) with 80 tickets available at a previous cost of £15 ph, to 

include a meal. Stuart will check the band’s availability (cost £400-£450).  

7. 100+ Club 

Stuart had prepared packs containing numbered tickets, payment instructions and a schedule for 
details of tickets sold, and an information slip to leave if no contact was made.  All households in 

Throop, Briantspuddle and Affpuddle would be called on. He asked that the exercise be completed 
by 13 August and then tickets could be bought from the village shop. He will also ask if tickets could 

be sold through the Saturday Coffee Shop. The first draw could then be held in September.  

 

8.  Correspondence  

i. Anne had received an e-mail from a member of the community to notify the Committee that 
the testimonial from the Estate to Piers Debenham and Angela Paget on the occasion of their 
wedding in 1928 had been hung in the hall. This historic testimonial had been passed to the 
organising team of the Centenary Exhibition of the Bladen Estate (2014) by the Neill family. The 
lettering and the water-colour farming scenes in the border were written/drawn by Charles Linskill, 
assistant architect in the estate drawing office. He also drew the estate map that hangs in the village 
hall. The replacement of the original dilapidated frame with a new one had been paid for by the Book-
Let. 
 

ii. Stuart advised that the Parish Council had received a complaint about parking in the village 

during an event in the hall. It was agreed that it was not for the committee to attempt to control 

parking but that hirers would be reminded of the need to park with consideration to residents and 

through traffic which might include emergency vehicles. 

9.  Any other business  

i. Allan advised that he would organise the high-level cleaning of the hall, windows and curtains 

once the work to the floor had been completed (30 Aug – 3 Sept) and will circulate a list of tasks. He 

will deal with the cleaning of the floors in the lobby, kitchen and Jubilee Room.  

ii. 2 ceramic sinks had been donated to the hall with the wish that they be planted up.  

iii. It was agreed that meetings would generally be held bi-monthly unless there was a need to 

meet sooner. The Trust Deed requires 4 meetings a year. 

iv. Stuart will contact garden owners for their agreement to participate in an Open Gardens 

event in 2023. 

v. In his Chairman’s Report at the AGM Stuart had stated that he wanted the hall to become as 

carbon neutral as possible so he intended to look at options re heating and lighting. For the sake of 

clarity he said that any resulting costs for these projects would come from ‘new; money and not 

existing funds.  
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vi. David advised that the Parish Council had received a report regarding the Council’s carbon 

footprint. Unsurprisingly, the largest impact was from the hall and shop so the PC was looking to work 

with tenants to investigate how improvements could be made.  

11. Date of Next Meeting – Wednesday 5 October 2022. 

Lesley Wilcox 

Minutes Secretary 


